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RV-10 is Airworthy
By Michael Stephan

Experimental Aircraft Association

Chapter 168

Another Chapter project has passed the Airworthiness Inspection. Charlie Wright’s RV-10
project is now officially an airplane. Mel gave it a thorough inspection and although several
of us gave it close scrutiny before the inspection, there were a couple of small items that we
missed. That is why it is important to have others, trained or not, looking at the airplane
before flight. Charlie asked me to give the project a close look, and even though I had
watched him build it every day for the last four years, I concentrated on small areas at a time
and found some things that were missed or needed a bit of tweeking.
To inspect to systems in an RV-10, the interior need to be removed and that includes the
two front seats. They are a bit of work to get in and out, so Charlie has a bit of work ahead
of him to put the aircraft back together before he can make that first flight. Stay tuned.
Charlie is an efficient builder and this build took one year more than he thought it would.
But, he did make a modification and we builders know what happens when you start adding
items that are not on the plans.
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It is a beautiful airplane well executed. Congrats Charlie on achieving Airworthiness!
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Presidents Message

From the President/Editor

around their house with their phone or tablet. If you camera
is on, give it your full attention.

The Chapter has had a good month. We have had a few
new members join. Another Young Eagle was flown by
Norm and we were award another slot for a Ray Aviation
Scholar.

The other item is simulated backgrounds. That is an
amazing bit of technology, but is distracting as the computer
is trying to sort you out from the background. Your ears
disappear, the majority of head disappears, your chair
appears and disappears and all that chaos takes attention
away from the presentation or the person who is speaking.
Unless you have a green screen setup, think about using
your natural background or toggling off the camera.

By Michael Stephan

It was exciting to see Charlie Wright’s RV-10 go through
Airworthiness Inspection and now is on that last step of final
preparations before first flight. At Grand Prairie, we have
now have two airplanes on the cusp of a first flight, Charlie’s
RV-10 and Brad Roberts’ Onex. Starting to make plans for a
first flight celebration for all the first flights at GPM.
I have already had a few conversations about Oshkosh
plans. This is the time of year that you need to make
reservations and get those plans made. I don’t know yet how
I am going to get there, either commercial airline or flying
my own airplane, but I am going if they are having a show
this year.
Hot off the wire is the recently announced FAA draft
guidance to implement a tasked-based Phase test program in
lieu of the 25 to 40 hour program we currently use. I have
been hoping that we move to this type Phase I. Not just for a
possibility of a reduce time in Phase I, but flight testing is an
important part of building and flying an experimental
aircraft. Pilots that have just droned around in the assigned
test area not gathering any data, or exploring the flight
envelope missed out on the eduction of learning how to be a
test pilot. With the creation of the “EAA Flight Test”
manual, flight testing is made easy and understandable.
According to the proposal you could still opt for the hourbased program, but a structured test program is a better
option. We will wait to see what the final proposal states.
Some disappointing news, I promised you some YouTube
content this year, but I have realized that I like watching the
videos more than I like making them. However, I should
have posted Sam Cooper’s engine management presentation
from last month posted soon. Then I will focus on creating
content and watching less.
One member who is not disappointing is Norm Biron. For
years he has worked in the Young Eagles and Eagles
program and lately has been the focus of the program. If that
wasn’t enough work, he has been the point person for our
two Ray Aviation Scholarships, which is an important task as
many of us know how difficult flight training can be
financially especially with a fixed budget. Thank You Norm!
The last thing I want to address is ZOOM Etiquette. After
a year of learning what Zoom is, figuring out the application
and seeing some real blunders from others who didn’t think
their ZOOM camera was on, it is time to clean up our online
ZOOM meetings.
During our Chapter presentations, I think it is preferred to
turn your video off, or at least if you are going to walk away
from the camera to toggle the video off. It is distracting to
the presenters to see empty camera frames or people walking
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Hopefully we won’t have to ZOOM for much longer, but
until then let’s get better at using it.

Chapter 168 Awarded Another Ray
Aviation Scholarship
By Michael Stephan

I am excited to announce that our Chapter has been
awarded another Ray Aviation Scholarship. On behalf of
our chapter, Norm Biron applied for the scholarship and
was approved last month. At the Board of Directors
meeting we discussed several good candidates and we
decided that our we would nominate Julian Brown for the
flight training scholarship. Julian has attended several of
our meetings that we had at American flyers and has been to
several fly-in events. He has a great enthusiasm for flying
and we are confident that he will do well.
The next step is for the Ray Aviation Foundation to
approve Julian’s application and then the work begins for
Julian, Norm and Sam Cooper who have again agreed to
manage the training and the funds we will receive.
Aiden Koch was our first student and we learned from that
experience what works best. As a Chapter, let’s get behind
Julian and support his adventure through flight training.

Board Member Election
The election for the Board of Directors was held at the
regular online Chapter Meeting convening at 1909 on
March 2, 2021. The slate as presented included Ann
Asberry, Bruce Fuller, Greg Schroeder, Jim Canniff, Norm
Biron, Brad Roberts, Ben Wright and Chris Smith. The
floor was opened for further nominations. There being
none, Joachim Saupe moved to accept the slate as read by
acclamation. Mel Asberry seconded. The slate as presented
was elected with a majority vote by the members. This
portion of the meeting was adjourned at 1919.

Builder Web Sites
Aaron Garinger’s Sling TSi
Pete Miller’s RV-7 smilinpete.com/wp/
Jim Novak’s RV-8 www.mykitlog.com/izzybear
Greg Schroeder’s Sportsman www.mykitlog.com/schroeder1
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Monthly Schedule
Meeting Dates: Apr 6, May 4, Jun 1, Jul 6, Aug 3, Sep 7, Oct
5, Nov 2, Dec 7

April 6th Chapter Meeting ONLINE
The April Chapter meeting will be an
ONLINE meeting via Zoom on Tues,
April 6th at 7pm

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
Mar 8, Apr 12, May 10, Jun 7, Jul 12, Aug 9, Sep 13, Oct 11,
Nov 8, Dec 13

There will be a short organizational/
instructional session (about 10
minutes) at 7:00 PM. The program
will begin around at 7:10 p.m. and
finish by 9:00 p.m.

TREASURER REPORT
Sam discussed the Treasurer’s Report for February. There
were 2 new members and 5 renewals. We have 74 paid
members.

Meeting ID: 889 2424 8941

YOUNG EAGLES / EAGLE FLIGHTS

Passcode: 727711
This month’s meeting presentation will feature a discussion
on the Air Traffic Control Next Gen Test Bed that is being
tested in Florida. The speakers will be Kirsten Kasper Director of Advanced programs and Sr. Project Manager and
Chris Kokai - Director of Operations. See page 3 for more
information on the program.
When you join the ZOOM meeting be sure to mute your
microphone. If you also want to hide your video and just
watch, that will be OK maybe preferred.

April 12th Board Meeting
The April BOD meeting will be an online meeting on
Monday April 12th at 6 pm. Any member is able to sit in on
the board meeting. If you wish to do that, email
mstephan@shr.net and I will send you a ZOOM invite. A
summary of the minutes from the March BOD meeting
recorded by Pete Miller are as follows:
Meeting called to order by Michael Stephan at 18:02.
Minutes from the previous meeting approved as emailed.
Officers/Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan, Jim
Novak, Sam Cooper, Pete Miller, Norm Biron, Ann Asberry,
Jim Canniff, Bruce Fuller, and Brad Roberts. Also present:
Mel Asberry and Greg Schroeder.
CHAPTER MEETINGS
April 6: Kirsten Kasper - Director of Advanced programs
and Sr. Project Manager, Chris Kokai - Director of
Operations, Embry Riddle NextGen ATC.

No YE to report.
OLD BUSINESS
EAA Chapter 168 was approved to administer the 2021 Ray
Aviation Scholarship program. The chapter is now tasked to
select and nominate an individual for the scholarship. Norm
provided two names and their information. (Attached for your
review) Norm reviewed the requirements for a student to get
the scholarship. They have to obtain a student pilot certificate
and a medical, then the student can apply for the scholarship.
The board discussed the two candidates and some logistical
questions about their training. Michael moved to nominate
Julian Brown as our current candidate. Greg seconded. The
motion passed. Norm may ask for help from chapter
members as the process proceeds. Thanks to Norm for his
hard work on this.
NEW BUSINESS
Discussed our Zoom meetings.
o Discussed sending a reminder email for meetings.
o There was discussion about video interactions during the
meetings. Some people are doing other things during the
meetings and their video is on.
o Also discussed starting to hold hybrid meetings where the
meeting is in person, but we would also provide a Zoom link.
Most are in favor of starting this as soon as practical.
The meeting was adjourned at 19:14.

April EAA webinars
Listed below are interesting April webinars. Flying events
are listed on page 8.

4/6/21 7 p.m. Wittman Tailwind & Buttercup
Earl Luce
4/7/21 7 p.m. How Risky is Maintenance
Mike Busch
4/20/21 7 p.m. Aerobatic Aircraft Modifications
Tony Horvath

rvmel@icloud.com
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4/28/21 7 p.m. Flying Safe with BasicMed
Dr. Brent Blue and Tom Charpentier
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April’s Meeting Presentation

Our Newest Tech Counselor
By Michael Stephan

The Florida NextGen Test Bed (FTB) is a NextGen
research and demonstration facility at the Florida's Embry
Riddle Aeronautical University near the Daytona Beach
International Airport (DAB). The FTB provides a platform
for new NextGen ATC demonstrations to be efficiently
conducted at an early stage while avoiding adverse impacts
on the National Airspace System (NAS). This reduces risk by
enabling the FAA to evaluate the viability of these new
technologies and concepts. More notably, these evaluations
are used to inform decisions on further investments and
potential implementation in operations.
Tech Counselor - Greg Schroeder

The Chapter has a shiny new Tech counselor fresh off the
completion of this Sportsman build. Greg Schroeder has
volunteered to help other builders and share the knowledge he
acquired during his years of building. His specialty? Moving a
project. The Sportsman had a couple of moves before finally
making a first flight at Northwest Regional last year.

The presenters are: Kirsten Kasper - Director of
Advanced programs and Sr. Project Manager and Chris
Kokai - Director of Operations

Building a Sportsman or the Glastar, gives you a little bit of all
the material fabrication skills. The fuselage is a chromoly steel
tube cage in the cockpit area, attached to an all fiberglass
composite tail section with aluminum control surfaces. The
wings are also fabricated from aluminum.
Greg also wired all the electrical systems in the plane, and has
knowledge on how that is accomplished.
Our Chapter is very fortunate to have many experienced
builders willing to help and encourage other builders. Greg
would be our 6th Tech Counselor. We have plenty of work with
over a dozen active projects in the Chapter and more more starts
every month.
Welcome to the Tech Counselor staff Greg.

Kirsten Kasper

Chris Kokai

New Member in March
By Sam Cooper
We had one new member join EAA Chapter 168 in
March. John Grinnell has extensive ratings in rotorcraft
and helicopters.
Welcome aboard John. Let us know how we can help
you on your sport aviation adventure. We look forward
to seeing your progress on your projects and interests.

Newsletter Archives Online
www.eaa168.org/wp/recent-newsletters/

Greg’s Sportsman
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Young Eagle Flight
By Michael Stephan

A few weeks ago, Norm Biron took future pilot Conner on
his first flight as a Young Eagle. Conner and his
Grandfather met norm at Denton Airport for a ride in
Norm’s Glastar.

Task-Based Phase I to Revolutionize
Flight Testing
From EAA Hotline

April 1, 2021 – After years of hard work and advocacy by
EAA, the FAA has published draft guidance to implement an
optional task-based Phase I program for Experimental
Amateur-Built (E-AB) aircraft. Under the program, once an
aircraft completes a flight test plan that meets FAA
standards, Phase I is complete. The standard 25- or 40-hour
flight test period for Phase I will remain an option for all EAB, and Experimental Light-Sport (E-LSA) continues to
carry a 5-hour test period.
The program is part of an upcoming update to Advisory
Circular (AC) 90-89B. Flight test programs do not need
specific approval by the FAA, but the Circular lays out
certain required flight test points and requires the use of test
cards for data collection in flight. Users of the EAA Flight
Test Manual should find it a straightforward way to complete
the requirements of the task-based Phase I program, but
anyone may draft a flight test plan that meets the FAA's
outline, including kit manufacturers and other experts.

Norm going through the walk-around with Conner

Conner’s grandfather thanked Norm in an email message
and mentioned that, “Conner talked about the flight the
whole way home. Talked about it to his mother and
Grandmother.” He went online and registered for the
Sporty’s course, which is free to all Young Eagles, and has
completed the first section already. He then jumped onto
the Microsoft simulator to practice the lessons he learned
on Sporty’s.
Wow that is awesome. Love that enthusiasm. He plans to
join us for our April 6th meeting. Congratulations Conner
on your first flight. Let’s keep that momentum going.

Task-based Phase I ensures that every hour spent in flight
testing is meaningful and is contributing to both validating
the airworthiness of the aircraft and gathering the data
necessary to build a detailed operating manual. This will
benefit the builder in ensuring full exploration of the
aircraft's operating envelope, and it will benefit subsequent
owners in having access to quality data on the aircraft. In
exchange for this work, the aircraft will be released from
Phase I when it is ready, not based on an arbitrary time
requirement.
"This is the result of more than eight years of work by
EAA and the FAA and we couldn't be happier that it is now
nearing completion," said Tom Charpentier, EAA
Government Relations Director. "This will be a true
paradigm shift in E-AB flight testing."
This program comes on the heels of EAA's publication of
its Flight Test Manual in 2018, which has sold thousands of
copies to date. EAA is continuously working to improve it
and create new materials and programming based upon the
manual.

Conner in front of Norm’s Glasair sporting a huge grin.

I can’t give Norm enough credit for the work he has done
making the Young Eagles program available to aspiring
pilots before, during and after the Covid shutdown of
activities. This recent Young Eagles request is a typical
example. We received a request via email and within a
week Norm had made contact flew with Conner.
Huge Thanks to Norm for what he contributes to EAA’s
Youth Programs.
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Task-based Phase I is yet another example of the EAA
working collaboratively with the FAA to achieve a win-win
solution that benefits the community and enhances safety.
The groundwork for this change was laid by the EAA/FAA
working group that created the Additional Pilot Program
(AC 90-116), which allows another pilot into the cockpit to
enhance safety during flight testing.
The Advisory Circular is in draft form and comments will
be accepted through April 29. Please note that the relevant
language on Task-Based Phase I is housed in Chapter 1,
Section 1 of the draft. The rest of the document contains
advisory information on flight testing and is not part of the
task-based program requirements.
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A New RV-10 Project Start
By Michael Stephan

The first RV-10 part - the Vertical Stabilizer

organized shop space will yield a very well
built RV.
Greg Kochersperger and his RV-10 Tail Kit.

Last month I had to pleasure to spend a Saturday morning with our newest
builder, Greg Kochersperger.
Greg has recently started an RV-10 project after completing the Vans
practice kit. His workmanship is terrific and attention to detail and clean and

Greg comes from a family of aviators and
himself is an avid pilot. With RC flying as
a hobby, it was a natural progression to
start an RV kit aircraft.
Greg also has a few young ones who look
like pretty enthusiastic helpers. They are
excited about dod’s airplane project.They
already know how to install and remove
clekos. Those littler arms will come in
handy once they learn how to buck a rivet
from inside the lightening holes of the wing
ribs.
Wanting the full experience, he came
down to Grand Prairie to look at the several
projects underway there as well. One of
the stops was Charlie Wright’s nearly
flyable RV-10. There is nothing more
valuable than getting a look at a completed
project and getting to pick the brain of the
builder.
Over the years we have had many take the
Grand Prairie project tour. I like to think
we encouraged and inspired a few to take
on a project.
Welcome to the building community and
EAA Chapter 168. We look forward to
future updates on the RV-10 project.

Greg’s RV-10 Rudder Clecoed Together
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Project Updates
By Michael Stephan

This month’s project updates are not that interesting.
Why? Because those little details that are required that
make something that looks like an airplane and actual
airworthy airplane are not all that sexy.
Since I wasn’t able to get some pictures of some cool
updates on some of the many Chapter projects, you get
some of my boring updates on my RV-8 Fastback project. I
have plenty of those pictures.

Lately, I’ve been hooking up the plumbing, the sensors and
the ignition harness on the engine. That is required if you
want to start the engine. Similar to the panel harnesses, it is a
mess until you get everything sorted and bundled up. Attach
the air intake snorkel and bolt those pesky wings back on and
I will be ready for a first engine start. Stay tuned for that one.
Also, last week I received the registration for N18MS. So
things are happening.

Last month I riveted in the floors of the seat and baggage
area. I left them til last to keep them from getting scratched
up. Since that picture, I have installed the flap actuator and
the flap push rods. I have the seat belts, so I might install
them next. One item I don’t have is seat cushions. I plan to
rob them from my flying RV-8 until I can get some new
ones made.
This is the part of the project that gets exciting. It feels
like I am on the downhill side of this journey, and things are
starting to accelerate. It feels like I am nearly finished,
although I am still finding items that are not completed. I
am making a list, so I don’t forget them. They are those
minor details that don’t take much time, but there are a
bunch of them.

The floors riveted on the RV-8 Fastback

PRIVATE
INSTRUMENT
COMMERCIAL

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

American Flyers South
Addison Airport (KADS)
4650 Airport Parkway
Addison, TX 75001
214-765-9040

The engine harness connections on the RV-8 Fastback
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Sun n Fun March 2021 Update

Upcoming Events

By Jim Canniff

By Michael Stephan

Sun n Fun is really, really on for 2021! All the government
authorities have signed off, the volunteer meetings have been
held and the million other things are a go. The general
consensus is it will be a slightly smaller but just as much fun
event. Let you know in May.
Many measures are being taken to make it as COVID safe as
possible. An article and video interview with the Sun n Fun
leader on AvWeb discussed these and many other aspects of
this years Fly-in.
Sun n Fun 2021 on Avweb
“Lites” Leenhouts interview:
Lets hope they are all right and the 2021 Fly-in season gets
off to a great start.

Below are a few events for the month.
Saturday, Apr 3, 2021

EAA Chapter 323 Pancake Fly-In, Sherman, TX
Sherman Municipal Airport (KSWI), Sherman, TX
Please plan on joining EAA Chapter
323 at Sherman Municipal Airport
KSWI for a Pancake Fly-in event!
Come for the comradery, free
pancakes, and the cheapest AVgas
100LL in the area! We look forward to
seeing you there!
Website: https://chapters.eaa.org/eaa323
Saturday, Apr 10, 2021

Texas Oil Field Angels - 1st Annual Fly-in,
Henderson, TX
KRFI (RFI), Henderson, TX
Come see us at the Rusk County Airport in
Henderson, Texas for the Texas Oilfield Angels
Crawfish Boil. There will be a live band, all you can
eat crawfish, tethered hot air balloon rides, bounce
houses and much, much more! We are offering a free
shuttle for pilot and a room block for the night at the
Baymont Inn. For more information, please contact
the Airport Manager! Hope to see you soon!

EAA Museum Webinars
From eaa.org

Contact: Alexa McAnally
Phone: 9036577081

We're Bringing the EAA Aviation Museum to
You!

If you love aviation history, you'll love our new museum
webinar series featured on the second Tuesday of every
month. Join Chris Henry and Ben Page from the EAA
Aviation Museum staff and special guest presenters as
they educate and entertain you with captivating stories of
our museum's aircraft and artifacts collection through live
and interactive webinars.

April 13-18, 2021

Lakeland, FL

4/13/21 7 p.m. CDT
The E-1 and the Pursuit of a Record
Join us as Eileen Bjorkman discusses her father,
Arnold Ebneter, and his daring attempt to design his
own aircraft and break a distance record in it. It is a
story decades in the making.

Friday - Sunday, Apr 30, 2021 - May 2, 2021

5/11/21 7 p.m. CDT

Join us in our overnight Fly in and camp out!! Begins
on Friday evening at 6:30 ending Sunday after
breakfast. We offer restrooms, solar outdoors
showers, firewood, wi-fi and lots of good food. Trailer/
RV parking with hookups, Acres of pasture area for
parking and camping that is FREE. Call or Email

CRITTERS LODGE OVERNIGHT FLY IN/
CAMP OUT, Centerville, TX
Dillard Airport (TE01), Centerville, TX

The History of Air Racing
EAA’s own Connor Madison will discuss the powerful
aircraft that make up the EAA Aviation Museum’s Air
Racing Gallery. He will also dive into an overview of our
nation’s quest for speed, and the people who pushed the
limits.

April 2021

Contact: 903 536 7000
Phone: 903 536 7004
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For Sale: Parts, Planes, Services

Saturday, May 1, 2021

EASTLAND MUNI AIRPORT FLY-IN PANCAKE
BREAKFAST, EASTLAND, TX
EASTLAND MUNI AIRPORT (KETN),
EASTLAND, TX
EASTLAND TEXAS PANCAKE BREAKFAST
ANNUAL FLY-IN PANCAKE BREAKFAST CONTEST
SUPPORT OF EASTLAND COUNTY CRIME VICTIM
ASSISTANCE CENTER.

For Sale (New Price): GARMIN GTX 327 MODE A/C
TRANSPONDER. $300.00
Contact Norm Biron normbiron@msn.com
For Sale: Hartzell Constant Speed Propeller
HC-F2YR-1F/F7666A-2/SM4. Total time in service:
444.9 hrs.Total time since overhaul: 0.0 hrs.Prop. strike
reduced diameter to 72”Price negotiable,
Contact Norm Biron normbiron@msn.com
Hangar Space: Hangar space for rent at Aero
Country, for small plane such as RV6.

Contact: BODE W ZIETZ III
Phone: 12546291588
Email

Call Klaus at 972-596-8445.
For Sale: Highly modified Murphy Renegade Biplane.
Everything rigged and almost ready for cover. Includes
Jabiru 3300A (120 hp), and wood prop, 250 hrs, TTSN.

Social Flight Live
Tuesday April 06, 2021

SocialFlight Live - Exploring
the EAA Museum with Chris
Henry 08:00 PM - 09:00 PM
Get behind the scenes and
discover the stories and hidden
gems in EAA's museum in our visit with Chris Henry.
It's another amazing episode of SocialFlight Live!

All modifications approved by designer. Needs
electrical, instruments, and covering. Quick-build kit
goes for $21,950 without engine. I have most
everything needed to finish except for instruments and
radio. Dual fuel tanks (14 gals total), Nav lights and
strobes, ELT, and much more.
Make Offer. Call me and let’s talk. Mel - 972-784-7544

For Sale: Midget Mustang Projects
Larry Birdwell ( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net )

Social media sites

For Sale: Varieze w/Cont O-200; 100 hours on overhaul.
1350 total time
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024

www.facebook.com/eaa168
www.twitter.com/eaa168 (@eaa168)

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to mstephan@shr.net. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from
nonmembers will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.

Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
Social media sites: www.facebook.com/eaa168

www.twitter.com/eaa168 (@eaa168)

EAA CHAPTER 168 OFFICERS

President Michael Stephan president@eaa168.org
Vice President Jim Novak vicepresident@eaa168.org
Secretary Pete Miller
secretary@eaa168.org
Treasurer Sam Cooper
treasurer@eaa168.org
Board of Directors
Norm Biron
Jim Caniff
Greg Schroeder
Bruce Fuller
Brad Roberts
Chris Smith
Ann Asberry
Ben Wright
Mel Asberry
Michael Hoye
Mel Asberry
Michael Stephan

Flight Advisors
972-784-7544
214-354-3638
Technical Counselors
972-784-7544
214-232-2405

rvmel@icloud.com
sailntss@sbcglobal.net
rvmel@icloud.com
mstephan@shr.net

Michael Hoye
Greg Schroeder
Marvin Brott
Sam Cooper
Michael Stephan
Brad Roberts
Pete Miller
Jim Quinn
Norm Biron

214-354-3638

sailntss@sbcglobal.net
gwsosu@gmail.com
214-726-9117 pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
Membership Coordinator
treasurer@eaa168.org
Newsletter Editor
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Tool Custodian
214-546-0445
ber0101@swbell.net
Web site Editors
smilinpete@gmail.com
Young Eagles Coordinator
EAA168YoungEagleFlights@gmail.com
Eagles Coordinator
normbiron@msn.com

We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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EAA Chapter 168

c/o Sam Cooper
5932 Janet Ct
Westlake, TX 76262-9603

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Chapter
168 are $20/year.

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

Make checks payable to
EAA Chapter 168

City

State

Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
5932 Janet Ct
Westlake, TX 76262-9603

Phone Home:

Mobile:

Zip

email address
EAA #

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

10

